Abstract. proposed a Limit-1 polling system model with simplified service process (SL-1), which was analyzed by the theory of imbedded Markov chain and the method of multidimensional probability generating function. The related characteristic of system was obtained based on the analysis of polling mechanism. The contrast of numerical curve and simulation experiment between SL-1 service and Limit-1 service showed that the SL-1 service polling model performed better in queuing performance and stability.
Introduction
Polling system model is a significant queuing model of multiple queues that the server accesses each terminal station according to a certain rule and order. Polling system applied to many domains, such as computer communication, production, transportation and system maintenance [1] .With the growth of communication business capacity and the diversification of data business, the demand of system resource and task scheduling are increasing highly. So it is essential to analyze the specific practical model. Gated service [2] , Exhaustive service [3] Limit service [4] were basic polling control models and provided research foundation for follow-up development. reference [5] discussed a polling model that customers leave queue according to waiting time and location of server based on Gated and Exhaustive service, and analyzed the system state of different arrival rates; references [6]- [8] analyzed the average queue length and the average delay of Limit k services in different system operation conditions. This paper presented a SL-1 service polling system control model. Through the construction of embedded Markov chain and the probability generating function, the average queue length of SL-1 service polling system was accurately calculated. Numerical curve comparisons showed that SL-1 was superior to Limit-1 system in service fairness and transmission efficiency of information packet, and could handle burst traffic timely. Simulation experiments verified the comparison characteristics above.
Analysis Model

A. Service Strategy
Information packets in each queue were served according to the rule of FCFS. If the queue is empty, the server would not stay and transfer directly to the next queue query; otherwise one information packet would be sent, the remnant packets would be sent in next cycle; there were no packets arrived when its queue was accessed.
B. Working Parameter
• The system worked in discrete time slots, and the system was statistically stationary;
• The process that information arrived in each queue obeyed by independent, identically distributed random process. The probability generating function, mean and variance of the distribution is ( ) • When less than one packet was served, the random variable of service time obeyed by an independent, identically distributed probability distribution. The probability generating function, mean and variance of the distribution is ( ) • Each queue buffer could accommodate infinite information packets.
C. Definition of Parameters and Function N:
Queue number to be accessed; n t : The polling moment of queue i;
: The transfer time from the queue i to the next;
：The service time for queue i;
The packet number entered in queue j during ) (n u i ;
The packet number of queue j at the moment n t . : The probability generating function when queue i was empty at n t , expressed as 1 1 1 ( ,..., , ,..., )
Queueing Performance Analysis
A. Transfer Relation
According to the service rules of SL-1, the following equation could be derived:
The relationship of probability generating functions between n t and 1 n t + should be as follows:
From the derivation of Equation (1): (1, ,1, ,1, ,1)
From the summation calculation of equation (2), the following expressions could be obtained: 
Form the summation calculation by the form of ( ) 
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From the two-order derivation of equation (2): 
( 
According to equation (9) and (12), the average queue length could be obtained as follows: 
The input and output of system should be stable, and the service rate must be greater than arrival rate. So the system stability condition should be:
Experiments Analysis
D. Theoretical Curve
The theoretical curve and simulation results compared SL-1 and Limit-1 system on the MATLAB. The system satisfied the stability condition ( )
, the four groups of curves reflected the influences of each parameter. The system performance was evaluated as follows:
• From the expression of stability condition, SL-1 service system was looser than Limit-1 system and was more stable.
• The average queue length of SL-1 system maintain growth trend under each parameter. With stability decreased, the gap between SL-1 and Limit-1 was gradually obvious.
• No matter how each parameter changed, the average queue length of SL-1 system was always less than Limit-1 system, in which the effect of queue number was smallest for the simplified service.
E. Simulation Experiment
Experiments employed the function poissrnd (mu, V) to generate the Poisson distributed random sequence to obtain the arrival process of queue packet; the service and transfer process were constant; 95% confidence interval was selected, effective digit of experiments was 0.0001. After 1000000 slots, the results were obtained as follows: The effective digit of error was 0.01; with the incensement of polling times, the error would increase slightly. From the overall matching, theoretical calculation and simulation results were in good agreement.
Conclusion
This paper employed analytical method of multidimensional Markov chain and probability generating function to study SL-1 model newly proposed. The average queue length of the system was exactly solved. The numerical curves and simulation experiments under 95% probability confidence interval showed that the SL-1 service system worked in better queuing performance, which also verified the consistency of theoretical analysis and the simulation. Conclusion provided reliable method for the research of communications traffic theory.
